he dancers enter the sandy stage area in front of the
musicians and dance together in prepared routines
that involve coordinated stamping, kicking, thrusting
and jumping. These are sequences that are traded and
adapted between bands and form the visual vocabu:'y of the genre. Each dancer has his own style as well, and the
,: o work establishes the artist's identity and creative space' The
-.rsicians have recreated themselves through their art, going by
-3mes their mothers didn't dream of - New Jack, Vitamin, Tigo (a
-obile phone company) and Fl17 (a military aeroplane) - and
=copting styles and steps from beyond their personal experience
:' backstreet life in Kinshasa.
With identity comes prestige and the need to protect it. Show
'.lusrca is not an aggressive outfit, but masculinity pounds through
:re performance. Vitamin's vest-top displays his muscles and his
ji,rating jeans are held low by a red belt sporting two hearts
rierced by a single arrow. New Jack's moves involve simultaneous
; mulation of sex and gun-toting. "We have four security men, "
:xplains Tshaba in enumerating the band members. lt's a country
.'. here the law, like other public goods, is often in private hands. A
red baseballjacket hovers
.. cung man with corn braids and a
:ehind him. Having something - whether reputation or equip^rent - to protect is important, as is communicating the message
:rat one has something to protect.
The contemporary Congolese music scene is dominated by a
J-B Mpiana and Koffi Olomide com^rand the adulation of millions. Television channels are dedicated
:o music performance and interviews with the stars' Tshaba is
rspired by two acclaimed musicians: Reddy Masisi, and Madilu
System, who died recently. That's all, he tells me, but the band's
nusical style and choreography is knocking on the door of the
Wenge generation', the musicians who have loved (and some of
,',,hom have left) the bands Maison Mdre and Bon Chic Bon Genre
Tout Terrain 4x4. Show Musica is also part of a long tradition of
Congolese rumba, included in which is soukous, Congo's cultural
export to the rest of Africa and beyond. They are also drawing in
:unes from outside: at one point the music breaks into Kirikou, a
popular Senegalese chorus, and the kids in the audience respond
they know every word.

'ew huge names:Werrason,

-

The recording industry apart, there is a lot of other music
made in Congo. "When God passes our country on his bicycle he
clocks his ears against the noise, " someone assured me. Religion
mixes readily with other areas of life here and a large part of peocle's musical experience comes from singing in church. There is a
a igh degree of musical literacy; people know how to sing, know
:he lyrics of the songs on the radio, know the names of the artists,
and they sing. They sing a lot. And they dance in the scores of
rightclubs and bars where Primus, Skol and Doppel are served and
..ralls of mirrors provide adoring onlookers.
The caricature of Bolingo bolingo bolingo - the oft-recurring
iingala word for love - is challenged by Show Musica. "l sing
about things I see," says Tshaba, and trapped and isolated as his
generation may be, they've made some observations about their
:ondition. "Ami amigo" sings Tigo, dressed in white floral cotton
:'ousers and a white HomeBoy hoody. lt's a song about the foreigners who come to Congo, most notable of whom recently have
ceen the Chinese workers contracted onto mining concessions and
'oad building. Except the Chinese don't speak Lingala, Tigo sings,
:hey just say, "Hee HaW" he leaps at the audience, "Hee Haw" aughter all round -"Mummy's heart is made of sugar," he grins as
:he dancers form a line of synchronised pelvic movement. He's
good. He's bad; the audience is loving it and so is he.
Tshaba's songs present the preoccupations of his contempo'aries and his country. He bemoans, for example, the cost of mar'ying, "Marriage is just money," a major social obstacle for an
;nwaged population. Another song addresses the fact that the
-rarket place has not been cleaned. "The government doesn't
care if we live in a dirty place, " the singers assert. New Jack
extrapolates, "The love market is messy too," he wiggles around
cretending to care: "We'll take you and put you in prison ! " Tshaca has at times been dispirited by the difficulties that confront
:he band but this has also proved to be a source of inspiration. "l
.',,as lying awake at night thinking about it and wondering,
Where have I gone wrong?'," he tells me, "that's where the song
'tlapata [Clouds] comes from." His line is, "The sky won't fall
f own just because of the sins that Tshaba has committed," Things
are tricky, life goes on.

Do you have anotherjob? | ask Tshaba. "Yeah, I have to work"
he replies, but he won't tell me what he does, "Well, you see,
that's private," he chuckles, his stud earring is glinting at me. "l'm
the leader of the group and there's no one here who supports us,
so I have to work here and there to get some money as there are a
lot of expenditures in the band, on costumes and whatever." He's
not alone. The country's economy has been in tailspin for the last
30 years, a period that has seen financial mismanagement, Structural Adjustment, pillages and a series of armed internal conflicts
and invasions. With very little in the way of infrastructure or services, everyone is 'helping themselves' as Mobutu ordained, just to

get by, and life

is precarious.
It is against this reality of economic collapse and war that the
spectacle of Show Musica with its flamboyant clothes and acoustic
instruments stands in starkest relief. The band bears some scars of
the country's malaise: the lack of equipment and financial backing
and the raw enthusiasm of the fashion parade. Show Musica, like
other Congolese bands, tip 'clips' into their songs, flattering and
engaging their sponsors; it's a way of making money. Mobutu was
famously lionised by Franco and Lomingo Alida, and now in a
country in which nearly everything is for sale, there has been a
proliferation of citations in songs. As the crisis weighs on pockets,
musicians of all calibres turn to wealthy patrons for support, and
politicians and businessmen oblige by buying song-time to have
their name incorporated into the lyrics, thereby publicising their
ph ila nthropic largesse and socia I im portance,

his commercialisation or artistic prostitution notwithstanding, there are two crucial social functions played
by music in Congo. Firstly, the continued production of
Congolese music is a ubiquitous acclamation of existence and national identity despite the troubles in the
country. "Who says Show Musica is in the dumps?" Tshaba improvises, seeing me in the audience, "People have come milesto hear
us!" There is rivalry between groups but the appreciation of
music extends across political and regional groupings, and the
artists are defining and redefining cultural parameters. In a country where political space has been invaded and abused, the musicians are generating a product that is distinctly Congolese. The
music industry and individual musicians have survived the turbulence of the past three decades, and their artistic activity is defiance in the face of the misery and anomy caused by iterate
episodes of violence.
The second social role played by the musicians is that they provide a distraction from the material destitution of everyday life.
"Music has a very high value," claims Tshaba, "because people have
a lot of problems in their lives, and when they hear the music, that
can console them. There's that song that we sang today, papy
Nganda; it's a love song, but love is not just between people, it's
something that God has given us." Again religion mingles with
other aspects of life. He continues, still mixing things up, "ln a way,
I'm a pastor, because I leave people with happy memories and by
singing, I'm in solidarity with them. lt's also a drug for me, as when
I'm singing I feel drugged and it gives me inspiration."
It's near the end of the rehearsal and the musicians invite the
audience to dance. A hoard of tiny children surges forward, dancing like dusty elves amongst the Dolce & Gabbana T-shirts and
oversized shades of the performers. The musicians will be moving
on afterwards to a small studio that has been set up in one of the
university's halls of residence. lt's the second time the band has
been to record, and they'll be there all night making the song.
They are building up to their first'maxi single', a CD of five tracks
with a 'generic'- a taster that has always been part of the performance of Congolese music and has recently been incorporated

into the production of CDs too.
lf the army and music are the two institutions that extend
across the whole of Congo, their differences are perhaps too obvious to note, But there are similarities too, in that the wars and the
music have touched people at personal and social levels and in various ways demand reflection. Maybe it is that war and music are
quintessential human activities that propose alternatives and pose
questions about what we value, our interaction with others and
the impact it has. "lf the soul leaves traces, where are the traces
left by the soul of the fish?" sing Show Musica, the crowd cheers.
It's half joke, half profound; it asks different things of different
people, and the singers offer no answer.
To contact Show Musica, email Leon Tsambu Bulu on:
leon_tsambu@yahoo,com or phone O0 243 898971507.

